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THE PEOPLE
PATHWAY
Who Should a Leader
Focus On?
Leadership is about people. But there’s a problem… there
are lots of people who surround student leaders! Where
should a leader start? The ‘people pathway’ is about
understanding which people a leader should focus on.
In addition, it is also a model that gives student leaders a
starting point, a suggested journey to follow, and even an
end goal to aim for.

SELF
STUDENT
LEADERS

SCHOOL

Stop 1 on the Pathway: SELF
It might sound strange to start with, but the first person a
leader should focus on is themselves. This doesn’t mean
a leader should be self-centered or self-serving, it means
something very different. The way that a leader focuses
on themselves is by focusing on their own CHARACTER.

SOCIETY

Stop 2 on the Pathway: STUDENT LEADERS
The way that a leader focuses on fellow student leaders
is by focusing on their own CONTRIBUTION to the team.
This involves being aware of one’s own gifts and talents,
and identifying opportunities to contribute these to the
group.

Stop 3 on the Pathway: SCHOOL
Student leaders can collectively focus on influencing the
school by creating a great CULTURE.
Whilst desirable cultural changes would differ from school
to school, examples might include reducing bullying,
caring for the environment, adopting a healthier lifestyle,
commitment to schoolwork, use of social media or
phones, school pride, or interaction between year levels.

Stop 4 on the Pathway: SOCIETY
Led by student leaders, a whole school can focus on the
broader society by focusing on a CAUSE. Some people
think that being a student leader is about getting a

position, and then straight away focusing only on charity
fundraising. There are so many great causes out there,
including many that don’t involve fundraising money.
Instead of one leader jumping straight to this point, the
‘people pathway’ outlines the process for making this a
more significant achievement by working up to the point
where the whole school affects society in a meaningful
way.

The ‘people pathway’ concept will form the
session structure of the next season of the GRIP
Student Leadership Conference. Sessions will
include dozens of practical activities and schoolbased ideas for student leaders to easily apply
this model. More info: www.gripleadership.com
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HOW PARENTS CAN
PREPARE THEIR
CHILD TO BE A
STUDENT LEADER
Are you one of the many parents who have secretly thought “It would be great for my child if they were to have an
opportunity to be a school leader?”
This thought is natural! You know your child’s strengths better than anyone else, you know that the opportunities they
have today will shape their future, and you know that if they develop leadership skills whilst at school this will be a huge
advantage in life.
The reality is, only a select few children eventually get selected for official leadership roles. In our work with over 300,000
students around Australia and New Zealand we have discovered that those students selected for leadership responsibilities
often possess a similar group of characteristics. Very often, these traits are things that are not related only to their formal
education, they are characteristics that are fostered at home.
We have identified the following 6 tips which we believe will assist parents in helping their child to be a student leader.

1

DON’T TALK TO YOUR CHILD ABOUT
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS, TALK
ABOUT LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

It can be tempting to talk to your child about
their desire to be a school captain, a house
captain or another leadership position. Having
a one-off casual conversation of this nature is
usually harmless, but it doesn’t help if this is
a continual conversation. The students who
are inevitably chosen for student leadership
roles are those that have displayed leadership
qualities in an informal setting for many years.
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2

ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO BE
INVOLVED IN EVERYTHING

Schools are often very busy places, so being
involved in absolutely everything may
be unrealistic. However, our observation is that
it is common for students who are
involved in a large number of extra-curricular
activities to eventually be chosen for the
student leadership roles in the school.

3

ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS

Students selected for school leadership roles
are often those that are enthusiastic
about engaging issues and making changes in
the school. They will typically have
ideas to contribute and often naively think that
anything is possible. We are not talking about
an ability to solve complex logic problems or
puzzles. The suggestion is that it is helpful for a
student in a leadership role to be able to think
creatively and have a desire to find a solution
whenever they come across a stumbling block.

5

DO COMMUNITY SERVICE WITH
YOUR CHILD

Leadership is about serving others and
contributing to the community. By doing
something in your local community together,
your child will see that leading is something
they should do because it’s a good thing; not
because it will see them rewarded at school.
Try to find something that is not a one-off
project, but something that can be ongoing.
This will help your child see that leadership is a
commitment and should be a part of the normal
pattern of life, not something that we fit in only
when we have the time.

4

HELP YOUR CHILD WITH THEIR
PRESENTATION SKILLS

It is a myth to suggest that people have to be
excellent public speakers to be leaders. In fact,
some leaders in society are often selected only
for their ability to give a compelling presentation
and their possible lack of leadership character
means that they are largely ineffective as a
leader. Whilst public speaking is not the most
important ability that a school leader needs to
demonstrate, for some roles a school principal
or teacher will be looking for a student who is
competent speaking in front of a group.

6

ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO ‘TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY’

When we think highly of our child it can be
hard to think that they would do anything
wrong. Many teachers can recount stories of
phone calls they receive from parents who are
complaining that their son or daughter has been
accused of wrong doing. The truth is, everyone
makes mistakes! A school principal or teacher
will never expect that their student leaders are
perfect, but they will expect that they strive
to demonstrate good character. Part of this
good character is accepting responsibility for
mistakes.

Many people will think that these tips are easier to understand in an article than they actually are to implement on a regular
basis. To read more about these six tips you can download a FREE GUIDE written for parents, packed with practical ways
to implement these ideas at home.
We are not suggesting that by following a few simple steps your child will be chosen as the school captain. We firmly
believe that ‘being chosen’ should not be the goal of any leader, rather that, by serving and contributing in a school
community your child will develop life-long leadership skills.
Some students will be chosen for roles, some will not, but this should never be what matters.

DOWNLOAD THE FREE GUIDE FROM STUDENTLEADERSHIP.NEWS/PARENTS

5 GAMES FOR
STARTING STUDENT
LEADERSHIP MEETINGS
There are many benefits that flow from making student leadership meetings enjoyable.
Using a game at the commencement of each meeting is a helpful strategy. The games that
work best are usually short, simple, and ideally will have some kind of positive message or
outcome.

HERE ARE 5 GAMES THAT COULD EASILY ADD ENJOYMENT TO YOUR MEETINGS
AND HAVE LASTING BENEFITS FOR YOUR TEAM:

1

TRUTH AND A TALE

This game allows group members to get to know each other better prior to a meeting starting. It
is ideal to play whilst waiting for all attendees to arrive as anybody can join in as they arrive.
The meeting leader can start the game by sharing two statements about themselves. Both
statements should be said as if they are true, however one should actually be a tale/lie. Group
members are then invited to decide which one of the two facts is actually true before the answer
is revealed. For example, ‘I hate chocolate cake’ and ‘I usually wake up at 5.30am.’ Only one
of these statements is actually true. Each person in the meeting can then have a turn to follow
the same process.

2

THIS OBJECT IS

This game is ideal for helping team members to think creatively. It is an ideal game
to play at the start of a meeting where brainstorming might take place or new ideas
shared. The meeting leader should bring a random item (such as a brick, wooden spoon,
saucepan) and show this to the group. The leader should declare what they think the item
could be used for (something that is not its intended purpose). Following this, the item
should be passed one-by-one to each person in the meeting so that they can share a
creative use for the item.
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5 GAMES FOR STARTING STUDENT LEADERSHIP MEETINGS

MY ALL TIME FAVOURITE 3
This is a quick game to get people talking, which doesn’t require a winner. The meeting leader
chooses a topic such as ‘My favourite all time song is...’ or ‘My favourite all time toy is’. The meeting
leader finishes the sentence with their own answer before inviting each person in the meeting
to contribute their own ending to the same sentence. A winner can be selected if desired, and
additional rounds can be played if time is available.

WHAT’S GOING ON? 4
This game is great for encouraging leaders to consider the feelings of others before the
meeting discussion commences. It is an ideal game to play at the start of a meeting in
which some serious issues might be discussed. Before the meeting begins the meeting
leader should choose a photo that can be shown on a screen or printed on large paper
for everyone at the meeting to see. The best kind of photo to choose is one that has
numerous people’s faces, but it is unclear what is taking place in the scene. When the
photo is shown to the group, allow a few minutes so that everyone can write down what
they think is happening in the photo. Go around the group and invite each person to
share what they have written.

GUESS THE... 5
This is a very quick game which can be used to place particular focus on an aspect of the
meeting. Each person in the meeting is required to submit a guess for a question such as ‘guess
how much money we raised in our raffle?’ or ‘guess the exact number of volunteers that have
come forward?’. One person should write down the guesses of each person so that a winner
can be identified. There will usually be one or two people who already know this answer prior
to the meeting so they can be the people who run the game for the remaining team members.

LATEST IDEAS
IN ACTION
SECONDARY SCHOOL IDEA - STUDY SKILLS EVENING
Student Leadership is not simply performing the duties
you have been given, it is being creative and commencing
valuable initiatives in your school community as well. We
interviewed Duncan Tolmie (pictured), Academic Captain
of Westlake Boys’ High School, who is a great example
of this.
Duncan leads an Academic Council of 21 students.
They who were amongst 100 students that nominated
themselves and completed a rigorous application process
in order to earn their positions. The responsibilities of
Duncan and his team include organising a study room,
a study breakfast, peer tutoring, a book scholarship
program, fundraisers for academics and more. The
highlight of Duncan’s leadership journey so far however,
is his study information evening.
After years of tutoring his peers in English and Maths,
Duncan identified that the most common challenge for
students is how to approach their school work from
home. He concluded that students were not spending
enough time thinking about how to study and approach
self-learning. From this, Duncan decided he wanted to
influence the students at his school in order to help them

increase their success in this area. The study information
evening was planned to be an event that would be
engaging and able to reach a wide range of students.
With support from staff at his school, the event proved
to be a major success with over 1000 students attending
along with their parents. Students learnt about a range of
topics, gaining techniques for how to manage their overall
organisation as well as hearing a more specific focus on
certain areas such as how to memorise for English.
Duncan has shared that, “in life, our legacy is not the
things we accumulate, but the lives we impact,” and his
leadership has been a first-hand example of this. His role
as the Academic Captain is an opportunity to impact the
students at his school in a positive way, helping them to
achieve their own unique academic goals.
The Academic Council also launched a Facebook Page
off the back of the event which has proven to be a very
successful initiative. The team plan to share the recording
of the information evening to this page later in the year
when students may need to be refreshed on the skills and
information they learnt. It was clear the study information
evening had a significant impact on the students at
Westlake and Duncan hopes this impact will be long
lasting as well.
Duncan gives credit to the whole Academic Council for
this year’s success and values the opportunity he has had
to contribute to other emerging leaders at his school.
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PRIMARY SCHOOL IDEA - GAGA BALL PIT
Gaga is a fast paced, high energy sport played in an
octagonal pit. Dubbed a kinder and gentler version of
dodge ball, the game is played with a soft foam ball, and
combines the skills of dodging, striking, running, and
jumping, while trying to hit opponents with a ball below
the knees. It is perfect for school yards.
In 2016, Jorja and Joel from St Leonards Primary School
attended the GRIP Student Leadership Conference and
heard about a Gaga ball pit at nearby Clifton Springs
Primary School. The eager St Leaonards’ students
organised a meeting with Clifton Springs Principal, Brent
Richards, who showed them the Gaga ball pit and the
sounding school yard.
The St Leonards leaders applied to the City of Greater
Geelong for a community grant and their local Men’s Shed
helped with the costing for the successful application.
The project was completed in 2017 after which students
learnt how to play the game during their weekly PE
lessons.
“It is rare that a day goes by when the pit is not used.”
said St Leonards staff member, Chris Layley. “In fact we
have to roster classes so that everyone gets a turn.”
“Over the last summer the Men’s Shed volunteers then
worked on beautifying the area linking the Gaga ball pit
with the remainder of the school grounds and they have
landscaped and created an area that was basically a
giant patch of dirt” Ms Layley explained. “At the end of
last term, we held a tree planting celebration to thank the
Men Shed volunteers for all their work.”
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